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In 2006, NASA sent a huge balloon 37 kilometres from the surface of the earth. Attached to the 

balloon were instruments that could pick up and record radio waves from the heat of distant 

stars. Their hope was that up that high, beyond the interference of the earth, they might pick 

up distant echoes from far out in space. Perhaps they might even pick up echoes of the Big 

Bang, the birth of the universe itself.  What NASA scientists found though was, however, 

something completely unexpected.  They found a radio signal coming from everywhere at once.  

It was loud too, more like a continual roar than a few radio clicks or a distant hum from far out 

in space. 1  

The mysterious source of this roar of the universe remains unknown  up to today.  Is it the 

sound of our own Milky Way coming in on all channels? Is it from outside our galaxy and are we 

picking up the electrical sound of the rest of the universe?  Nevertheless, what’s intriguing 

about this discovery is the knowledge that the universe has a sound of its very own.  A voice if 

you will.  If you ever saw 2001 A Space Odyssey or grew up on Star Trek or Star Wars, you might 

have the impression that space is a soundless vacuum and that the universe is mostly silent and 

inert.  And it’s true that sound cannot travel in a vacuum, but electrical signals do travel in a 

vacuum and they can be converted to sound.  

Who knew that the universe had a sound all its own? 

Well Psalm 19 does, or at least whoever wrote the words of the Psalm, whether that was King 

David of Israel, as is often said, or someone else.  The Psalm tells us that  

“the universe in eloquence proclaims the beauty of God.  Each day it time passes on 

knowledge to the next day, each night in time speaks to night across the ages.”  

This was said about the universe in a time far distant from ours and from a people thousands of 

years ago who could never even conceive of sending a balloon 37 kilometres into space. Nor 

could they develop and attach complex measuring instruments to track radio waves from outer 

space. Yet they spoke of the universe and of creation as if it had knowledge and wisdom and a 

consciousness to convey it. “Creation’s voice and tones are everywhere spreading out in waves 

across all space and time.” Wow! 

That creation has a voice and something to communicate is not how we commonly approach 

the human relationship with the rest of the world.  We are so busy poking and prodding at 

material things, at how to extract, refine and use what exists in creation if it is meant to service 

only our interests, we forget to ask if creation has a purpose all its own.  It does apparently if 

you listen to today’s Psalm selection.  

 
1 https://www.space.com/space-roar-loudest-sound-in-the-universe.html 
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The purpose of creation is to speak in a voice of praise that points toward the Creator him- or 

her-self.  Creation, we are told in Psalm 19, speaks a language we don’t often understand, but 

which, if we would care to listen and struggle to understand, has something important to tell 

us. In fact, if we are to take our scriptures seriously at all, we must recognize that there are 

lessons we are meant to learn from the life of the world around us and that this is another one 

of the Creator’s intentions for creation. Creation then is a teacher and we are the students, 

while the life of the world is our classroom. 

Think of your own lives perhaps and you might see this is true.  Think of the animals in your 

lives and what they offer you in terms of lessons about kindness and responsibility and care and 

humour.  Or think of the land you garden or farm or ranch (or once did at another time in your 

life).  Think of the wilderness you camp or hike in or observe from your car window in passing.  

Think of the cycle of living things and what we learn of patience waiting for things to grow or 

gratitude when we experience the wideness of the sky and the goodness of being alive.  Or, 

think even of the way nature can simply ignore everything we have accomplished and in an 

instance tear it down through floods or tornadoes or firestorms.  Suddenly we don’t seem so 

big anymore.   

To paraphrase the words of our Psalm, creation may speak a language without words that we 

cannot understand with the hearing of the ear, but it a language  that we can understand with 

our souls if we listen.   And in order to listen with our spiritual ears open, ready for the lessons 

we can learn from creation, we have to let ourselves embrace the spiritual practise of respect. 

(Respect is one of the seven core spiritual teachings we have been exploring over the course of 

this year.) And there is no place to begin practising the kind of respect toward creation that 

leads to learning than in our taking care of the simplest things in own living spaces and homes.   

Simple things matter – I have killed more than one house plant from either over watering or 

underwatering.  You can see from the act of taking care of just one plant that too much or too 

little attention toward things can be just as bad.  I also have an ivy plant in my house that was 

given to me as a thank you gift and that has grown and spread and been pruned and grown and 

spread many times over.  I would call the care I give it “casual neglect”, just enough care to 

matter but not too little or too much to do any real damage.  That’s kind of like life with people 

and things too.  You can suffocate things and people with too much attention and you can also 

kill important relationships with people or the land through neglect.  Striking the right balance 

is never certain but its what we need to strive for.  Amazing what you can learn from caring for 

one houseplant.  Imagine what a whole world teeming with life has to teach us?   

So here’s the first lesson in respect – you show respect for things by how you care for them. 

Here I am not talking about whether your apartment or house are neat as a pin with floors you 

can eat off of, nor am I talking about the outside being landscaped into  some kind of House 
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and Garden ideal.  Instead, I am talking about whether you treat the people, creatures and 

things in your life with the same regard for their dignity that you desire for yourself.  If there is 

any besetting sin to be called out in human beings, especially in times of stress and change like 

now, it is that we get weary and stressed, and are more likely to become self-absorbed and less 

careful of the life of the world around us..   

It’s natural then that our Psalm concludes with this prayer,  

Cleanse us and set us free from every weight. 

Clear out the way, make straight the paths before our feet.   

Sift our thoughts of heart and mind and be for us, O God, our rock and redeemer. 

 

We to pray for strength to be attentive to the life we have to life, to take care of the world of 

people and things around us. We want to do our best to listen to what creation is saying to us 

about who we are and what a good human life looks like when. And we strive to live with 

awareness that the vast universe has a purpose which is to sing its own unique song of love to 

the Creator.   

 

In keeping with the song of creation, let us turn to singing two verses  “Teach Me God to 

Wonder” as we come to the end of this reflection. 

 

 

Teach me, God, to wonder;  
teach me, God, to see; 
let your world of beauty capture me. 
Praise to you be given; love for you be lived, 
life be celebrated; joy you give. 
 

Let me, God, be open; let me loving be; 
let your world of people speak to me. 
Praise to you be given; love for you be lived, 
life be celebrated; joy you give. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


